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ABSTRACT Computer-assisted language learning (CALL) systems provide an automated framework to
identify mispronunciation and give useful feedback. Traditionally, handcrafted acoustic-phonetic features
are used to detect mispronunciation. From this line of research, this paper investigates the use of the deep
convolutional neural network for mispronunciation detection of Arabic phonemes. We propose two methods
with different techniques, i.e., convolutional neural network features (CNN_Features)-based technique and a
transfer learning-based technique to detect mispronunciation detection. In the first method, we use deep CNN
features to detect mispronunciation. We also extract features from different layers of CNN (layer4 to layer7)
to train k-nearest neighbor (KNN), support vector machine (SVM), and neural network (NN) classifiers.
In the transfer learning-basedmethod, we trained the CNNusing transfer learning to detectmispronunciation.
To evaluate the performance of the system, we compare the results of these methods with baseline hand-
crafted features-based method for 28 Arabic phonemes. In the baseline method, we use the same classifiers;
KNN, SVM, and NN to detect mispronunciation. The experimental results show that handcrafted_features
method, CNN_features, and transfer learning-based method achieve an accuracy of 82%, 91.7%, and
92.2%, respectively. The performance analysis shows that transfer learning-based method outperforms
handcrafted_features and transfer CNN_features-based methods and achieve an accuracy of 92.2%. The
proposed transfer learning-based method also outperforms the state-of-art techniques in term of accuracy.

INDEX TERMS Mispronunciation detection, deep convolutional neural network, computer-assisted
language learning, and transfer learning.

I. INTRODUCTION
Computer-Aided Language Learning (CALL) frameworks
have gained much popularity because of the adaptability they
give to enable students to refine their language abilities at
their own pace. With the advancement of computer engi-
neering and artificial intelligence, much research [1]–[3]
has been done to help CALL systems. A more particu-
lar CALL sub-region called Computer-Aided Pronunciation
Training (CAPT) emphasis on areas such as recogniz-
ing an error in non-native speech. CALL perform many
tasks like speech recognition, pronunciation scoring, and
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pronunciation error detection. Pronunciation means the way
we pronounced/speak some word. Speakers of various lan-
guages tend to form distinctive muscles of the mouth for a
specific language.When we speak a non-native language, our
muscles may not be able to take the same formation for that
language which may results in pronunciation error [4].

The word ‘‘correct pronunciation’’ is hard to measure
because there is no evident meaning of right or wrong pronun-
ciation. In addition, there exists a whole scale extending from
unintelligible speech to native speech. A wide variety of pro-
nunciation is correct according to native speakers. Likewise,
how variation in accent is perceived and considered correct
or not depends upon the speaker’s previous exposure to peo-
ple with a different accent. In [5] authors performed many
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linguistic experiments to explore how speakers perceived
foreign accent. There exist many reasons for pronunciation
errors e.g. change in accent, the effect of mother tongue etc.
On the basis of these reasons, pronunciation errors are classi-
fied into phonemic errors and prosodic errors [6]. Phonemic
errors/Complete changes are based on phones which are the
smallest unit of speech that can create a difference in mean-
ing. Speakers usually substitute the complete phonemes with
another similar phoneme. In this case, a specific phone may
be added or deleted, and all these changes make a difference
in sound. Prosodic errors/Partial changes on the other side
are difficult to categorize because they are phonemic variation
due to nasalization, centralization voiced and unvoiced. They
include errors based on stress, rhythm, and annotation.

Traditionally acoustic-phonetic features set along with
SVM classification algorithm are used for mispronunciation
detection. A lot of work has been done on mispronunciation
detection for different languages (English, Dutch, Chinese,
Mandarin, and Japanese) but little work is done on Arabic
phonemes mispronunciation detection. Literature study show
that different techniques/methods used for mispronuncia-
tion detection, posterior probability-based methods [6]–[9]
classifier-based [10]–[13] and deep learning based meth-
ods [14]–[17]. Existing approaches work on some confus-
ing phonemes of language instead of all phonemes. Arabic
language mispronunciation is more important because of its
large number of speakers. To detect the more suitable features
for mispronunciation detection is still an open research area.

In this paper, we developed an (i) CNN features
based method an (ii) Transfer learning the based method.
In the CNN_Features method, the deep convolutional NN
automatically extracts the distinguishing features from the
spectrogram of audio files. We extract the features from
different layers (convolutional layer 4 and 5, fully connected
layer 6, 7 and 8) of CNN to find the most suitable fea-
tures for mispronunciation. In the handcrafted features-based
method, we extract the features (Mel-frequency cepstral
coefficients (MFCC), Chroma, Mel spectrogram, spectral
contrast, Tonnetz) from audio files. Three different clas-
sifiers; KNN, SVM, and NN are used to evaluate the
HandCrafted_Features and CNN_Features methods. In the
transfer learning method, the process of feature extraction
and classification are both done automatically using deep
convolutional neural network AlexNet. In the transfer learn-
ing method, the CNN learn the features of the audio spec-
trogram to classify the phonemes correctly. We analyze that
transfer learning method performs better than handcrafted
features and CNN_Features methods. The proposed tech-
nique transfer learning method enhances the performance of
mispronunciation detection process in terms of accuracy. The
contributions of this paper are;

1. We develop an efficient algorithm formispronunciation
detection for Arabic phonemes.

2. We propose a method that can select the most discrimi-
native acoustic-phonetic features for mispronunciation
using the deep convolutional neural network.

3. We propose transfer learning-based method that auto-
mates feature selection and classification task.

The rest of paper is organized as follow. In section II, we pro-
vide a brief introduction of related approaches for mispronun-
ciation detection than we provide the detail of the proposed
methodology in section III and after that, we present the
results, obtained from experiments and discussion. In the end,
we provide a conclusion along with future work based on our
research findings.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
This section provides some mispronunciation detection tech-
niques proposed by other researchers and mispronunciation
detection research work can be grouped into the following
methods.

A. POSTERIOR PROBABILITY-BASED METHODS
Traditionally, log-likelihood scores and posterior probabil-
ity scores have been broadly utilized for mispronunciation
detection. Witt and Young [18] proposed the goodness of
pronunciation (GOP) score in light of the log-probability
scores standardized by the span of each phone segment. They
set a threshold to judge whether each phone is pronounced
correctly or not. Franco et al. [19] prepared three recognizers
by utilizing information from various levels of nativeness
and considered the proportion of the log-likelihood based
scores. Other individuals have concentrated on separating
valuable data from the speech. Strik et al. [7] investigated
the utilization of acoustic-phonetic features, for example, log
root mean square, energy, and zero-crossing rate, for recog-
nizing velar fricative and velar plosive.Minematsu et al. [20]
proposed an acoustic well-known structure in a speech which
avoids non-semantic data. Wang and Lee [8] additionally
incorporated GOP scores with error pattern identifiers to
enhance the performance of identifying the error within the
gathering of students from 36 nations learningMandarin Chi-
nese. Zhang et al. [9] presented scaled log-posterior proba-
bility (SLPP) and weighted phone SLPP to enhance measure
of pronunciation quality.

B. CLASSIFIER-BASED METHODS
Probability-based strategies can recognize the pronunciation
quality, yet these scoring calculations are not enough to
distinguish the nature of mistake and correct location of
that error. Therefore, classification-based mispronunciation
detection methods are used for this purpose.

Ito et al. [10] developed the clusters of pronunciation rules
and defined a threshold for each cluster. A decision-based
clustering technique was proposed to enhance the accuracy of
error detection. Georgoulas et al. [11] extracted the features
using a discrete wavelet transform.Wavelet analysis is a quite
unique signal processing method and used an SVM for classi-
fication algorithm to detect mispronunciation. Strik et al. [7]
presented a comparative study of four approaches (GOP, deci-
sion tree, LDA_APF, LDA_MFCC) for mispronunciation
detection. This study has demonstrated that for the correct
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classification of the velar fricative/x/and the velar plosive
/k/, both the LDA-APF and the LDA-MFCC strategies pro-
duced better results over GOP scores and the decision tree.
Amdal et al. [21] differentiated among short and long vowels
of speech. They used acoustic-phonetic features and trained
a linear discriminant Analysis (LDA) classifier. Li et al. [12]
presented an effective GLDS-SVM (Generalized Linear Dis-
criminant Sequence- Support Vector Machine) based detec-
tion technique. They combined GLDS-SVM strategy with
UBM-GMM (universal background model) framework to
enhance the execution. Wei et al. [13], used log-likelihood
ratios between all acoustic models as features for SVM
classifier. Each phone was modeled with a few parallel
acoustic models to find out the pronunciation varieties
of that phone at various capability levels. This approach
helped the framework to give better performance than tra-
ditional likelihood-based strategies. Maqsood et al. devel-
oped acoustic-phonetic feature-based CAPT system for most
confusing Arabic phoneme pairs (/ / vs / /) and (/
/ vs / / or / /). They apply four classifiers (Random
Forest, Naïve Bayes, Ada-boost and K-NN) and the result
showed that Random Forest classifier performed best as
compare to another classifier [22]. Maqsood et al. [23] also
selected the discriminative features for Arabic mispronun-
ciation detection using sequential floating forward selection
method. They also proposed a grouping-based technique to
extract discriminative features for Arabic phonemes. How-
ever, most of these techniques need human intervention to
extract discriminative acoustic features.

C. DEEP BELIEF NETWORK-BASED METHODS
Li et al. [24] used the NNs with temporal information
to detect mispronunciation. They proposed (TRAPs-MLP)
Multi-layered perceptron method using TRAPs features
(TempoRAl Patterns) instead of traditional features (i-e spec-
tral features) to enhance the mispronunciation detection.
Mohamed et al. [25] showed that DBNworkway better when
they collected data from speaker adaptation and discrimina-
tive features. Gao et al. [14] proposed DNN-HMM frame-
work for error detection and used three types of acoustic
feature like MFCC, PLP and filter band. They compared the
result with the baseline GMM-HMM technique and show that
three features behave differently.

Hu et al. [17] enhanced the mispronunciation detection
process by using transfer learning using logistic regression
classifier and deep neural network. Hu et al. [15] proposed a
deep neural network based approach not only for mispronun-
ciation detection but also for diagnosis to aid L2 language
learner. They extend the GOP estimation from GMM-HMM
to DNN-HMM and improve the pronunciation quality.

Li et al. [26] presented a deep belief network based lexical
stress detection for English speakers. They used syllable
based prosodic features and their lexical stress to enhance
the stress classification of words having three or more
syllable. Joshi et al. [16] proposed a deep neural network
acoustic model training to detect vowel mispronunciation.

They trained the acoustic model with limited target language
data and initialized with cross-lingual data. Li et al. [27]
proposes an acoustic phonological model using multi-
distribution deep belief networks with acoustic features and
equivalent canonical pronunciations for mispronunciation
detection for English corpus. Lee et al. [28] focuses on word
level mispronunciation detection using deep belief network
and they take posteriorgrams as input features. They align
the non-native utterance with at least one native utterance
and extract features. Then they computed the misalignment
and distance matrix to show deviation from the aligned path.
Some authors use the new concept of fuzzy approxima-
tion [29], adaptive neural output [30] and improved stability
criteria [31] for mispronunciation detection.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
For mispronunciation detection, we developed three models
as shown in Fig 1. In HandCrafted_Features model, we take
an audio dataset and extracted handcrafted features from
audio files and pass them to classifiers like KNN, SVM,
and NN to detect mispronunciation. In CNN_Features model,
we convert the audio data set to spectrograms dataset and
passed them to the convolutional neural network for the
feature extraction process. We extracted features from con-
volutional layers (Conv4 and Conv5) and fully connected
layers (FCL6, FCL7, FCL8) of the pre-trained model. Then
we applied KNN, SVM, and NN on extracted features for
mispronunciation detection. In the transfer learning model,
we passed the spectrogram data to pertained convolutional
neural network i-e AlexNet, feature extraction, and classifica-
tion both done by convolutional neural network automatically
and detected mispronunciation. The complete details for each
method are given in the following subsections.

A. MISPRONUNCIATION DETECTION USING HAND
CRAFTED FEATURE MODEL
In handcrafted feature model, firstly we extract the features
that are important to distinguish the phonemes. An impressive
number of features are used in literature, each one represent-
ing the characteristics of audio content [32], [33]. We used
spectral features [34] (Mfcc, Chroma, Mel spectrogram,
spectral contrast, Tonnetz, pitch, root mean square energy and
zero-crossing rate) as well as statistical features [35] (mean,
standard deviation, and slope) to detect mispronunciation.
Secondly, the data gathered is sparse and present in raw
form and so we preprocessed the data to handle sparsity
problem. Thirdly we reduced the feature space to obtain the
best features for classification. In the end, we pass the features
to classification algorithms for mispronunciation detection.
The detail of each step is given in the following subsections.

1) FEATURE EXTRACTION: HANDCRAFTED FEATURES
For mispronunciation detection using handcrafted features,
we need to extract the handcrafted features from audio files.
The list of features we used is listed in Table 1. We extracted
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FIGURE 1. Methodology of our proposed framework.

these features from an audio dataset and feature dimension
is 193. The detailed description of features is given below.

a: MFCC
MFCC is perceptually boosted features that are based on
short-term Fourier transform (STFT). Subsequent to taking
the log-amplitude of the spectrummagnitude, the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) containers are gathered and smoothed by
the perceptually encouraged Mel-recurrence scaling. At last,
with a specific end goal to de-correlate the feature vectors a
discrete cosine transform is performed. MFCCs are spectral
features element that can be computed utilizing a band-pass
filter [26].

MFCC(t, k) =

√
2
N

N∑
n=1

log pn cos(k(n− 0.5)
π

N
) (1)

In equation (1), N represents the number of band-pass
filters, Pn represents the output power/energy of the nth filter
at time t , and {MFCC(t, k)}k=1,2,....l represent the corre-
spondingMel-frequency Cepstrum coefficients parameters at
time t.

b: CHROMA
The Chroma is computed by adding the log-frequency mag-
nitude spectrum across octave. The resulting sequence of

Chroma vectors is known as Chroma gram

Cf (b) =
z−1∑
z=0

∣∣Xlf (b+ zβ)∣∣ (2)

In equation (2) Xlf represents the log-frequency spec-
trum. Z represents the number of octaves; b represents inte-
ger pitch class (Chroma) and β is the number of bins per
octave.

c: MEL SPECTROGRAM
The spectrum is filtered with different band-pass filters and
the power of each frequency band is computed. The filter
bank consists of a set of filters with triangular frequency
responses and their center frequencies are equally spaced on
a Mel-scale. For automatic speech recognition (ASR) and
speaker verification, such type of filter bank structure is
used [36].

The Mel-scale is a non-linear scale that is adapted to the
non-linear pitch perception of the human auditory system.
The Mel-scale can be defined as in (3).

MelScale = 2595 log10(1+
f

700
) (3)

The spectrogram passes through the Mel-scale filter to obtain
Mel spectrogram.
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TABLE 1. Hand crafted features and their description.

d: SPECTRAL CONTRAST
Spectral contrast is a decibel difference between peak and
valley of a spectrum. Each phoneme has a unique spectrum
represented as a vector. Zero degrees angle shows that two
spectra are the same and angle difference of 90 degrees show
the maximum difference between spectrums. To compute
spectral contract SCk we first calculate the peak pk and
valley vk of each subband. Here K represents the kth subband.
Spectral contrast can be computed as in (4).

SCk = pk − vk (4)

e: TONNETZ
It estimates tonal centroids as coordinates in a six-

dimensional interval space. The Tonnetz is a harmonic net-
work representation of pitch intervals where, by imposing
an equal temperament tuning system (octave equivalence),
the surface of themodel wraps onto itself as a six-dimensional
hyper torus [3].

f: PITC
We characterize the pitch of the sound as a recurrence of
vibrations when constrained air from the lungs goes through
the choral folds. The basic recurrence of the sound is when

vocal tracts vibrate. Pitch is the fundamental frequency of
a human speech waveform and is a vital parameter in the
examination and combination of speech signals [37].

g: SPECTRAL ROLL-OFF
The spectral roll-off is characterized as the frequency beneath
which 85% of the extent of dissemination is concentrated.
Spectral roll-off measure the shape of spectra.

fr∑
k=1

Mr [k] = 0.85
k∑

k=1

Mr [k] (5)

In equation (5) Mr [k] represents the magnitude of Fourier
transform, r is the frame and frequency bin n.

h: ROOT MEAN SQUARE ENERGY (RMSE)
The most widely recognized approach to compute the energy
of a speech signal is the RMSE, which is the square root of
the average of the sum of the squares of the amplitude of the
signal. The RMSE Ek is given

Ek =

√√√√ 1
L

L∑
k=1

(xk − x̂k )2 (6)

In equation (6), L represents the length of the audio signal
divided into k segments. xk represent the predicted speech
sample of the kth frame while x̂k representing the actual
speech sample of the k th frame.

i: ZERO-CROSSING RATE (ZCR)
The zero-crossing rate includes the quantity of time a given
signal amplitude changes sign from positive to negative. The
zero-crossing rate can be computed as in (7).

Zr =
1
2

k∑
k=1

|sign(y[k])− sign(y[k − 1])| (7)

where the sign function is 1 for positive contentions and 0 for
negative contentions and y(k) is the time-space signal for r
frame. The zero-crossing rate measures the signal noise. ZCR
is a time domain feature and is an exceptionally powerful and
discriminative element to separate sound signs.

j: STATISTICAL FEATURES
Statistical features are general features that are not related
to speech. These are the numerical descriptor of the sta-
tistical properties of the audio signal. Statistical features
include mean, variance, standard deviation, slope and cen-
troid skewness.

2) DATA PREPROCESSING
Data preprocessing is a basic part of applying machine learn-
ing procedures to present culmination. It aims to perform a
significant analysis of the information and ideal outcomes are
accomplished. In our framework data preprocessing involves
the following steps.
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a: DATA CLEANING
Data cleaning is a process to ‘clean’ the data by smoothing
noisy information, distinguishing or evacuating anomalies,
and settling irregularities. During the data cleaning process,
repeated records, spelling mistakes, and implausible infor-
mation are distinguished and removed. We also removed the
noise from the audio signal.

b: SPARSITY HANDLING
Features data obtained from audio files contain missing val-
ues. To deal with data sparsity issue we fill themissing values,
first, by marking the missing values using numerical cleaner
filter. The numerical cleaner filer cleans the numeric data
and replaces the values that are too big or too small with the
default value. After detecting and distinguishing the missing
values, these are accredited by a filter that replaces them with
the mean estimation of the data distribution.

3) FEATURE SELECTION: INFORMATION GAIN
Feature selection process selects those features that are dis-
criminative in nature to recognize among classes. The dataset
contains 280 features; however, all features are usually not
informative. We utilized Info Gain strategy for feature selec-
tion. Information Gain is one of the most common attribute
evaluation methods [38]. Information gain method is based
on the entropy concept and entropy comes from information
theory as proposed in [39]. Entropy value of each feature is
calculated that ranges from 0 to 1. If we have N number of
classes, we can calculate the entropy as in (8).

I (s) = −
N∑
i=1

pi × log2pi (8)

where pi is the probability of getting the ith value while ran-
domly selecting from the data set S. The highest Information
Gain is used for creating the decision tree and is calculated as
by (9).

G(S,A) = I (S)−
∑

v∈values(A)

Sv
S
I (Sv) (9)

where, Sv denotes the number of samples with feature value
v in dataset S. The | S| shows the total number of samples in
dataset S and v represents all the feature values.

Entropy is the measure of information a feature enclosed.
Features with maximum entropy values are significant and
retained while others are discarded and are not significant
for classification. Information gain attribute evaluation filter
provide a ranked list of attributes using the ranker search
method and a threshold is also required.

The ranker method is used in combination with the fea-
ture evaluation method and ranks features by their separate
evaluations. We set the threshold value to 0.02 that means
all the values below that threshold is discarded from the
ranked list of attributes and values above that threshold are
retained.

4) CLASSIFICATION
Preprocessed and selected features are used to train model
which classify the features to predict correct or incorrect
phoneme. We train the model using 10 cross-fold validation
process instead of dividing the data into training and testing.
The classification algorithms (K- nearest neighbors, SVM,
and NN) are described as follow.

a: K-NEAREST NEIGHBOR
KNN is a simple algorithm that stores all instances and
classifies the new instance on the basis of the similarity
measure. We use K = 10 for mispronunciation detection and
KNN finds ten nearest neighbors by using Euclidean distance
and predict the phoneme on the base of the majority vote
of 10 nearest neighbors of that phone. If we have two phones
q1 and q2, then Euclidean distance can be measured by (10).

|q1 − q2| =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(q1i − q2i )2 (10)

where n represents several features present in the feature set
of q1 and q2.

b: SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
SVMyields an ideal hyperplane which orders the information
by labeled classes. SVM is most widely used for binary clas-
sification. We used one versus one approach in this research
work. We also standardize the data before applying the SVM
algorithm. Our dataset consists of Arabic 28 phonemes and
we deal with 6 confusing pairs, so data related to confusing
phonemes is extremely similar and difficult to categorize.
To classify the input data, SVM first recognizes the support
vectors ci, weights wgi, and bias b . It utilizes (11) to classify
the data

K (c, ci) = (γ cT ∗ ci + m)d (11)

where γ > 0 for polynomial functions.

C =
∑
i

wgik(ci, c)+ b (12)

where k represents the kernel function, ci is the support
vectors, wgi is the weight, c is input data and b is biased.
We test the performance of SVM on our dataset with different
kernels (Linear, cubic, quadratic). We found that the cubic
polynomial kernel categorizes our confusing phonemes more
accurately as compared to the linear and quadratic kernel.
Where c = the input vector, ci = support vector, m = the
constant term, the d = degree of the polynomial. We can
adjust these parameters according to our data. We trained the
classifier using polynomial kernel function with degree 3.

c: MULTI-LAYER PERCEPTRON
Multi-layer perceptron and deep learning performed best in
many situations and provide the best solution to many prob-
lems like speech recognition, image recognition, and natural
language processing. We have x1, x2, x3 . . . xn features, W1,
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FIGURE 2. CNN features based model for mispronunciation detection. Features from layer 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 extracted and classify using KNN, SVM, and
NN algorithm for mispronunciation detection.

b1 represents the weight of the input layer and bias added
to the input layer respectively. While W2, b2 represents the
weight of the hidden layer and bias added to the hidden layer
respectively. If we have more than two classes, the size of
g(x) would be equal to the number of classes. Rather than
going through logistic function It goes through the softmax
function, which is composed as in (13).

SoftMax(y)j =
exp(yj)
n∑
i=1

exp(yj)
(13)

where yj represents the jth component of the contribution
to softmax, which compares to class j, and n represents the
number of classes. The outcome is a vector containing the
probabilities that sample x belong with each class. The output
is the class with the highest likelihood.

The architecture of the NN we used in this research work
is shown in Fig 3. We divided the data into training, vali-
dation, and testing. We use 70% data as training, 15% data
for validation and 15% data for testing. To train an NN we

used the scaled conjugate gradient backpropagation function.
We used multiple hidden layers to detect mispronunciation
and use cross-entropy as a performance function. To verify
the accuracy, we iterate the NN 10 times on the same data
and used the mean accuracy obtain from 10 iterations.

B. MISPRONUNCIATION DETECTION USING
CNN FEATURES BASED MODEL
The detailed sequence of steps for mispronunciation detec-
tion using convolutional neural network features is shown
in Fig 2. Firstly, we have gathered the audio dataset consisting
of Arabic phonemes from native and non-native speakers.

Secondly, to automate the process of feature extraction,
we extracted the features using pre-trained convolution neural
network AlexNet. For this purpose, we preprocessed the data
and fed to CNN for feature extraction. We extracted the
features from different layers of convolution neural network
i-e convolution layers (layer 4, 5) and fully connected layers
(layer 6, 7, 8). The features extracted from CNN layers have
high dimensions and classification algorithms require a lot
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FIGURE 3. Neural network architecture with hidden layers.

FIGURE 4. Architecture of pre-trained Convolutional neural network Alexnet.

of time for processing. Therefore, we reduced the dimension
of data using principal component analysis and fed to the
classification algorithm to evaluate the performance of each
feature on these layers. The detail of each step is given in
subsection.

1) DATA PREPROCESSING
Data preprocessing is a data mining method to convert the
data into an understandable format. We have an audio dataset
of Arabic phonemes. To extract the features form CNN,
we preprocessed the audio files which are explained in the
following steps.

a: STEREO TO MONOTYPE SIGNAL CONVERSION
We have an audio dataset of Arabic phonemes that contains
some monotype and some stereotype files. Monotype audio
files contain only one channel in the signal while stereotype
files contain more than one channel in the signal. We take the
average of stereotype signal to convert them to monotype sig-
nal. We converted all stereo signals to mono signal as in (14).

y =

∑
(y, 2)

size(y, 2)
(14)

where y represents mxn matrix, m contains the number of
audio samples and n represents the number of channels. n > 1
for stereo signals.

b: AUDIO TO SPECTROGRAM CONVERSIO
The audio files present in the dataset are converted to spec-
trograms after converting all the stereo signals to monotype
signals. The spectrograms are used by the convolutional neu-
ral network for feature extraction.

c: SPECTROGRAM RESAMPLING
Convolutional neural network AlexNet only takes an input of
size 227∗227∗3, sowe resized all the spectrograms according
to an input layer of AlexNet to extract features.

After data preprocessing, we fed the spectrogram data
to convolutional neural network i-e AlexNet for feature
extraction.

2) FEATURE EXTRACTION: CONVOLUTIONAL
NEURAL NETWORK
After data preprocessing step we extract the feature from
deep convolutional neural network AlexNet. AlexNet, a pre-
trained convolutional neural network is trained on the Ima-
geNet dataset to deal with complex classification tasks on
ImageNet dataset, but It is also used to extract features from
other datasets. AlexNet consists of 5 convolutional layers,
3 fully connected layers and 3 Max Pooling layers as shown
in Fig 4. AlexNet architecture is successful due to the rec-
tified linear unit (ReLU) nonlinearity layer and the dropout
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regularization system. The ReLU, as appeared in (15), is a
half-wave rectifier work, which can essentially speed up the
training process and prevent overfitting.

f (x) = max(x, 0) (15)

The dropout strategy can be viewed as a sort of regularization
by stochastically setting some of the information neurons or
hidden neurons to be zero to diminish the co-adjustments of
the neurons. This is typically used in the completely associ-
ated layers in the AlexNet design. The detailed architecture
of AlexNet explained in the following sections.

a: THE INPUT LAYER
In the input layer, we give converted spectrograms of com-
patible size 227x227 to AlexNet.

b: CONVOLUTIONAL LAYER1 (CL1)
As the name suggests, the convolutional layer assumes an
imperative part of how CNN’s work. The layer’s parameters
center around the utilization of learnable kernels. CL1 is the
principal convolutional layer of the component extraction.
Generally, the convolutional layers follow up on the feature
maps with the sliding convolutional parts to produce the con-
volved feature maps. We get 96 feature maps of size 55 ∗ 55
by using the convolutional kernel of size 11×11. The perfect
size of the convolutional kernel is to obtain effective features
from the image. Therefore, the setting of the convolutional
kernel is essential to extract effective features and enhance the
execution of the convolutional neural system. CL1 channels
the 224 × 224 information picture with 96 convolutional
portions of size 11 × 11 with a stride of 4 pixels for testing
recurrence. To be specific the convolutional portion is spread
over each unit of size 11×11. At last, we get 96 feature maps
with the size of 55× 55. The convolutional layer operation is
described as following

x lk = f (
∑

i∈Mk
x l−1i ∗ Qlik + b

l
k ) (16)

In equation (16), k represents the convolution feature map,
Mk is input maps selection, Qik is the filter, bk is the bias
of feature map. The l represents the layers of convolutional
neural network and f represents the activation function. The
ReLU activation function is used to add nonlinearity.

c: MAX POOLING LAYER1 (PL1)
Generally, pooling layers work on the convoluted feature
maps to aggregate data inside the given neighborhood win-
dow with a maximum pooling activity. PL1 is the primary
max pooling layer, which has 96 feature maps with the size
of 27×27. The pooling procedure is to choose the maximum
value of the pooling area in each of the pooling regions. In this
layer, we picked a max pooling layer over a 3 × 3 region to
control the speed of dimensionality reduction.

d: CONVOLUTIONAL LAYER2 (CL2)
The second component extraction layer is CL2, which has
considerable similarities with the CL1 with some difference.

CL2 takes the output of the first convolutional layer as input
and channels It with 256 convolutional pieces of size 5 × 5
with a stride of 1pixel. We get 256 feature maps with the size
of 27× 27. Each feature maps in CL2 isn’t obtained directly
by convoluting in PL1 layer, yet by joining a few or all part
of the feature maps in PL1 as the input for convoluting again.
It is because the scantily associated component keeps the
number of associations in a sensible range. The other reason
is that the asymmetry of the system empowers the distinctive
mixes to extricate different features.

e: OTHER CONVOLUTIONAL AND MAX POOLING LAYERS
These layers have a similar working guideline with the first
two layers, yet the size and number of the component maps
have changed. However, the span of the CL5 layer after
the convolution is 13 × 13. The max-pooling layers fol-
low the second (CL2) and fifth (CL5) convolutional layers
with the kernel size of 3 × 3. The obtained features are
more discriminative and expressive with the increment of the
convolution depth. The precision is just around 40% when
only the initial two layers of the convolutional neural systems
are considered. This demonstrates that depth may have an
extraordinary effect on the execution of the convolutional
neural system.

f: FULLY CONNECTED LAYERS (FCL)
The fully connected layer neurons are associated with neu-
rons of adjacent layers. This is a similar way that neu-
rons are organized in the artificial neural network (ANN).
In the AlexNet, there are three fully connected layers.
These layers mix the features of two channels to acquire a
4096-dimensional feature vector. We utilize dropout method
in first two fully connected layers, we set the input of first two
fully connected layers to zero with the likelihood 1/2, which
don’t add to the forward pass and don’t take part in reverse.

The features can be automatically extracted from these
layers and use for classification and prediction processes.
We extract features from convolutional layers conv4,
conv5 and fully connected layers fc6 andfc7. The dimension
of features obtained from convolutional layers; layer4 and
layer5 are 64896 and 43264 respectively. The dimensions for
fully connected layers- layer 6, 7 are 4096. These features are
collected from each layer and passed them to classification
algorithms.

3) FEATURE REDUCTION: PRINCIPAL
COMPONENT ANALYSIS (PCA)
Principle component analysis is a technique that changes
various (perhaps) connected factors into a (littler) number
of uncorrelated factors called principal components. It will
probably extract the essential data from the information
Table and to express this data as an arrangement of new sym-
metrical factors called principal components. Traditionally,
the PCA is performed on a square symmetric grid. It can
be the sum of squares and cross items grid, Covariance grid
(scaled sum of squares and cross items), or Correlation grid
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(entireties of squares and cross items from institutionalized
information). We have a set of input vectors It, each of which
is of n dimension It= (It (1); It (2) . . . It (n)). The PCA linearly
renovates each vector It into a new one Xt by

xt = U t It (17)

whereU is the n×n symmetrical matrix whose jth sectionUj
is the jth eigenvector of the example covariance matrix.

Cv =
1
m

m∑
t=1

It ITt (18)

As such, PCA takes care of the eigenvalue issue.

λjuj = Cvuj (19)

where j = 1, 2, 3 . . . ., nλj is one of the eigenvalues of
Cv and uj is the equivalent eigenvector. Based on the eval-
uated uj, the parts it are then computed as the symmetrical
changes of It

xt (j) = utj It (20)

where j = 1, 2, 3 . . . . . . n. The new segments are called
principal components. By utilizing just a few eigenvectors
arranged in descending order of the eigenvalues, the number
of principal components in xt can be decreased. So PCA has
the dimensional decrease trademark [40].

By using PCA, we reduced the dimension of our features
extracted from CNN by 1/3rd. The reduced features set was
fed to classification algorithms for better performance.

4) CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS
Features gathered from different layers of the convolutional
neural network are mapped on a training model that use
features to predict correct or incorrect phoneme. We use
three different classification algorithms to train the model
namely K- nearest neighbors, SVM and NN for phonemes
mispronunciation detection. The classification algorithms are
already discussed in the paper.

C. MISPRONUNCIATION DETECTION USING
TRANSFER LEARNING MODEL
The detailed sequence of steps for mispronunciation detec-
tion using transfer learning model is shown in Fig 5. A trans-
fer learning model for mispronunciation detection automates
both feature extraction and classification steps. We do not
use classification algorithms for this model while the con-
volutional neural network automatically learns the features
and classify them to predict whether phonemes is correctly
pronounced or not. First, we need to preprocess the data, and
data preprocessing step for CNN feature model and transfer
learning model are the same. The brief description of each
step is provided in the following subsection.

FIGURE 5. Transfer learning architecture for mispronunciation detection.

1) LOAD PRE-TRAINED CNN
After data preprocessing, we load the pre-trained model
AlexNet that was trained on the ImageNet dataset. We pro-
vided spectrogram dataset to AlexNet and divide the data into
training and testing images. We used 77% data for training
and 33% data for testing.

2) REPLACE LAST LAYERS
The early layers of AlexNet contain low-level features while
last layers i-e, fully connected layers learn target/class-
specific features. So, our purpose is to train the network on
our own dataset, so we replaced the layers that learn class-
specific features with new layers, so they can learn class-
specific features of our spectrogram dataset.

We transferred the convolutional layers of AlexNet; C1-C5
that were trained on ImageNet dataset and replaced the last
3 layers of AlexNet to fully connected layer, softmax layer,
and classification layer. The parameters used to create the
fully connected layer include the output size, weight learn
factor and bias learn factor. We set the output size of the
fully connected layer to the number of output classes. Weight
learn factor determine the learning rate for the weights in
the layer. Similarly, bias learns factor parameter determines
the learning rate for the bias in the layer. We used weight
learn factor and bias learn factor value equal to 50 that means
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TABLE 2. Details of dataset classes along with sample size.

learning rate for the weights and bias in the layer is 50 times
the current global learning rate. Softmax layer applies the
softmax function to the input. The parameters for the clas-
sification layer include output size, the name of loss function
used for training the multiclass classification. We used the
Cross Entropy Function for k Mutually Exclusive Classes
(cross entropy) as loss function and output size is equal to
the number of class labels.

3) NETWORK TRAINING
The network contains 5 convolutional layers transferred from
AlexNet and new adaptation layer fully connected layer,
softmax layer, and classification layer. Only new adaptation
layers are trained on the spectrogram dataset to correctly
classify the phoneme. To train the network for spectrogram
dataset we pass training images that are 77%of thewhole data
to the network and provide some training options. The param-
eters used for training the network include several epochs
(MaxEpochs), batch size (MiniBatchSize), learning rate (Ini-
tialLearnRate) and validation frequency etc. We train the
network using the batch size of 10 and learning rate of 1e-4.
We use a maximum 6 epochs for training and validation
frequency equals to 3. We use Stochastic Gradient Descent
with Momentum (SGDM) as the optimization algorithm.
This algorithm updates the weights and bias parameters by
minimizing the loss function. The replaced last layers learn
the features of spectrogram/new classes using these training
data along with training parameters.

4) NETWORK TESTING
To evaluate the performance of the training process we pass
the validation data that is 33% of the whole data to the trained
network and evaluate the performance of trained data using
accuracy measure. On validation data, we can discover how
well a network trained to differentiate between correct and
incorrect phoneme.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. DATASET DETAILS
There is various CALL system available for different lan-
guage like English, Dutch, Mandarin and French and Arabic.

We use Arabic dataset, collected from 400 Pakistani speakers,
learning Arabic as a second language.

As Pakistani, Arabic language learning is very important
because Pakistanis want to learn this language. We collect
the data using a microphone and record in an open office
environment. Due to non-availability of soundproof room,
noise added to the recording and we use fifth order high pass
Butterworth filter to evacuate noise from data. The Arabic
language consists of 28 phonemes. Table 2 shows the number
of Arabic phonemes along with the number of samples used
in this researchwork. The dataset wasmade by considering an
equivalent number of male and female speakers as their ages
extend from 10-50 and having distinctive first languages like
Punjabi, Pushto, and Urdu. A few speakers are profoundly
capable, and some are toward the starting phase of learning
the Arabic language. Five Arabic language expert labeled the
data. To remove any ambiguity, each language expert labeled
a phone separately, if three experts have the same opinion than
that label assigned to the phone.

Some Arabic phones are similar in term of sounds with
other phones we call them confusing phones. Non-native
speakers have difficulty in learning such phonemes that pro-
duce similar sounds, we grouped the phonemes on the basis
of their sound similarity [41] like and is a confusing
pair and have t-like sound and speakers of English and Urdu
have difficulty in pronouncing such sounds. In this research
work we deal with 6 confusing pairs ( ), ( ), ( ),
( ), ( ) and ( ). All remaining phonemes are placed
in a separate group due to distinctive sounds. The grouping
of phonemes along with sound similarity phonemes is shown
in Table 3.

B. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate the performance of our proposedmethods, we use
accuracy as an evaluation parameter. The mispronuncia-
tion detected by our models is compared with actual labels
assigned by the language expert to evaluate the accuracy of a
model. Accuracy can be defined as in (21).

Accuracy =
Mc

Mt
∗ 100 (21)
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TABLE 3. Grouping of phonemes on the basis of sound similarity.

where M represents correctly detected pronunciation mis-
takes and t represent the total detected pronunciation mis-
takes. The performance of the handcrafted feature model
and the CNN feature model is evaluated for each classifier
and compare the accuracy of each classifier to find the best
classification algorithm. The performance of the CNN feature
model is evaluated for each classifier with different feature
set gathered from different layers and compare the accuracy
of classifiers obtained for different layers to filter the best fea-
ture set for the classification algorithm. The performance of
transfer learning model is evaluated with accuracy and draw
a confusion matrix to compare the mispronunciation detected
by the algorithm and actual mispronunciation detected by
experts. To evaluate the performance of the three models we
also draw receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve to
compare the results. ROC curve is sensitivity versus speci-
ficity and filters the most promising mispronunciation detec-
tion model.

C. RESULTS OF HANDCRAFTED FEATURES BASED MODEL
Traditionally acoustic-phonetic features are used for mispro-
nunciation detection.

We also developed a handcrafted feature-based model
as a baseline to compare our results with other models.
We extracted MFCC, spectral contrast, Mel-scale spectro-
gram, Chroma and Tonnetz features from an audio dataset
and pass them to classification algorithms.

Table 4 shows the performance of the three classification
algorithms on handcrafted features in term of accuracy. The
experimental results show that the SVM algorithm due to
its generalizability works best on handcrafted features for
mispronunciation detection and achieve the highest aver-
age accuracy of 82.8% on 28 phonemes. SVM algorithm
is famous for mispronunciation detection tasks and optimal
results are obtained by varying the kernel parameters and
these results are obtained by using a polynomial kernel with

TABLE 4. Performance of classifiers on hand crafted features.

data standardization. The neural network gives the second
highest average accuracy of 79.22% and KNN gives the
least average accuracy of 75.6% on 28 phonemes because
data consist of confusing phonemes and not easily separable,
so accuracy is less as compared to SVM and NN.

We obtained the best results by using SVM and achieve an
accuracy of 82.8% on handcrafted features. To enhance the
efficiency of the algorithm we reduce the feature dimension
using information gain. To check the effectiveness of feature
reduction technique we rum the algorithm twice, one without
feature reduction and one with feature reduction. Experimen-
tal analysis shows that feature reduction technique enhances
the accuracy by 1% as shown in Table 5.

TABLE 5. Effectiveness of feature reduction technique on HCF.

We compared the result of SVM, KNN, and NN and exper-
imental results show that on handcrafted features SVM per-
formed best and achieve an accuracy of 83.87% as compared
to NN and KNN as shown in Fig 6. NN achieve the sec-
ond highest accuracy of 80.6% and KNN achieve the least
accuracy of 76.5%.

D. RESULTS OF CNN FEATURES BASED MODEL
We use the same three classification algorithm as we used for
the handcrafted features-based model but in CNN_Features
based model we do not use the handcrafted feature. We used
the features extracted from deep convolution neural network
AlexNet.

Table 6 represents the results obtained by the classification
algorithm using the feature set obtained from fully connected
layer 7 of AlexNet FC7. The dimension of features is 4096.
Result analysis shows that the neural network performed best
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FIGURE 6. Performance of Classifiers on Handcrafted features on
28 phonemes.

TABLE 6. Performance of classifiers on features extracted from fully
connected layer 7.

FIGURE 7. Performance of Classifiers on CNN features of FC7 on
28 phonemes.

for all Arabic phoneme pairs as compared to KNN and SVM.
SVM performed better than KNN and KNN show the least
accuracy as compared to SVM and NN. Experimental results
show that the neural network achieves the highest accuracy
of 83.58% on the FC7 feature set as shown in Fig 7. SVM
achieve an accuracy of 78.48% and KNN obtain 71.26%
accuracy on 28 phonemes dataset. If we compare the result of
handcrafted features with FC7 layer features, we discovered

feature set obtained from FC7 is good as compared to hand-
crafted feature.

We discovered that CNN features outperform handcrafted
features, but we extract features from other layers of CNN to
compare which layer perform optimal results.

TABLE 7. Performance of Classifiers on Features extracted from fully
connected layer 6.

Table 7 represents the performance of a classification algo-
rithm on feature set obtained from fully connected layer 6 of
AlexNet FC6. Features extracted from this layer are 4096 and
pass to classification algorithms. Result analysis shows that
the neural network performed best for all Arabic phoneme
pairs as compared to KNN and SVM. SVM performed better
than KNN and KNN show the least accuracy as compared to
SVM and NN.

Experimental results show that the neural network achieves
the highest accuracy of 87.29% on 28 phonemes as compared
to SVM and KNN shown in Fig 8. SVM achieve an accu-
racy of 81.21% and KNN achieve 71.91% accuracy. Neural
network achieves an accuracy of 83.58% on FC7 feature set
while obtaining 87.29% accuracy on FC6 features set. If we
compare the result obtained on FC7 feature set, we found that
accuracy on the feature set of FC6 increased by 4%.

FIGURE 8. Performance of Classifiers on CNN features of FC6 on
28 phonemes.

Table 8 represents the performance of a classification
algorithm on feature set obtain from convolutional layer 5
(Conv5) of AlexNet. Features extracted from this layer are
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TABLE 8. Performance of classifiers on features extracted from
convolutional layer 5.

43296 and pass to classification algorithms. Result analysis
shows that accuracy onConv5 features increased as compared
to fully connected layers. Neural network performed better as
compared to SVM and KNN for all phoneme pairs.

Experimental results show that the neural network achieves
the highest accuracy of 90% as compared to SVM and KNN
as shown in Fig 9. SVM achieve an accuracy of 82.80%
and KNN achieve an accuracy of 74.07%. If we compare
the result of layer 5 and layer 6, a neural network obtained
an accuracy of 87% on the FC6 feature set and 89.90% on
Conv5 layer features set. We found that accuracy on the
feature set of Conv5 layer increased by 3% as compared to
FC6 layer features.

FIGURE 9. Performance of Classifiers on CNN features of Conv5 on
28 phonemes.

Table 9 represents the performance of a classification
algorithm on feature set obtain from convolutional layer 4
(Conv4) of AlexNet. Features extracted from this layer are
64894 and pass to classification algorithms. Result analysis
shows that the neural network performed best for all Arabic
phoneme pairs as compared to KNN and SVM. SVM per-
formed better than KNN and KNN show the least accuracy
as compared to SVM and NN.

Experimental results show that the neural network achieves
the highest accuracy of 90.01% as shown in Fig 10.
SVM achieve an accuracy of 83.5% and KNN achieve

TABLE 9. Performance of classifiers on features extracted from
convolutional layer 4.

FIGURE 10. Performance of Classifiers on CNN features of Conv4 on
28 phonemes.

74.37% accuracy. If we compare the result of layer4 features
with layer 5 feature set, we found that there is a minor change
in accuracy from layer 5 to layer 4.

We extract the different feature set from the deep con-
volutional network and compare the results of the feature
set from different layers with three classification algorithm
KNN, SVM, and NN. The comparison of classification algo-
rithm shows that neural network performed best as compared
to KNN and SVM while comparison of feature set shows
that least results obtained on fully connected layer 7 and
highest accuracy achieved at convolutional layer 4 as shown
in Fig 11.

We obtained the best results on Layer4 features and the
feature dimension of layer 4 is 64894. To process large fea-
tures, require a lot of time and efficiency of the classification
algorithm decreases so we reduce the feature dimension using
PCA. To check the effectiveness of feature reduction tech-
nique we rum the algorithm twice, one without feature reduc-
tion and one with feature reduction. Experimental analysis
shows that feature reduction technique enhances the accuracy
by 2% as shown in Table 10.

CNN feature-based model obtained an accuracy of
91.7% on 28 phonemes using the neural network as a
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FIGURE 11. Performance of Classifiers on CNN features extracted from
different layers.

TABLE 10. The effectiveness of feature reduction method.

FIGURE 12. Training progress of ( ) phoneme pair on 6 Epochs.

classification algorithm. SVM achieve the accuracy of 85.7%
while KNN achieves 75.2% accuracy

E. RESULTS OF TRANSFER LEARNING BASED MODEL
In the transfer learning model, we automate the process of
feature extraction and classification. In this model, we only
give spectrogram data as input and obtained mispronuncia-
tion detection results. Transfer learningmodel learns from the
input and provides us with the output.

We fine tune the transfer learning process by varying the
parameters (learning rate, learn rate factor and bias learn
factor).We check the result by varying the learn rate from
1e-1 -1e-10, weight learn factor and bias learn factor from
10-100 and found that optimal results obtained on 1e-5 learn-
ing rate, MiniBatchSize size of 10 and at 90 weight/bias learn
factor.

To find the optimal number of epochs we take a phoneme
pair ( ) and execute the transfer learning algorithm on 6,
10, 15 and 20 epochs. Fig 12 represents the training process of
the phoneme pair ( ) on 6 epochs. Blue line represents the
accuracy of training data while black dots represent the accu-
racy of testing data. We apply the transfer learning algorithm
on phoneme pair ( ). We obtain an accuracy of 59.51% for
phoneme pair ( ) on 6 epochs.

FIGURE 13. Training progress of ( ) phoneme pair on 10 Epochs.

Fig 13 represents the training process of the phoneme
pair ( ) on 10 epochs. Blue line represents the accuracy
of training data while black dots represent the accuracy of
testing data. We apply the transfer learning algorithm on
phoneme pair ( ). We obtain an accuracy of 71.81% for
phoneme pair ( ) on 10 epochs.
We compare the results obtained on 6 epochs with 10 epoch

for phoneme pair ( ) and observed that accuracy increases
by 12% almost.

FIGURE 14. Training progress of ( ) phoneme pair on 15 Epochs.

Fig 14 represents the training process of the phoneme
pair ( ) on 15 epochs. We obtain an accuracy of 61%
for phoneme pair ( ) on 15 epochs. Comparison analysis
shows that accuracy increases as compared to results obtained
on epoch 6 by 1% but accuracy decreases as compared to
results obtained on epoch 10 by 10%.

Fig 15 represents the training process of the phoneme pair
( ) with 20 epochs. We apply the transfer learning algo-
rithm on phoneme pair ( ) and set epochs to 20. We obtain
an accuracy of 67% for phoneme pair ( ). We com-
pare the results obtained on a different number of epochs
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FIGURE 15. Training progress of ( ) phoneme pair on 20 Epochs.

(5, 10, 15, and 20) for phoneme pair ( ) and find that we
obtain optimal results on 10 epochs.

TABLE 11. Performance of transfer learning using a convolutional neural
network.

We execute the transfer learning algorithm on 6, 10, 15 and
20 epochs for all six confusing pairs and distinctive group.
The results of the transfer learning algorithm on six confusing
pairs and distinctive group with a different number of epochs
are shown in Table 11.

TABLE 12. Performance of transfer learning on 6, 10, 15, and 20 Epochs.

Table 12 shows the overall accuracy of the transfer learning
process on a different number of Epochs for 28 phonemes and
experimental results show that we obtain optimal results on
10 epochs.

Fig 16 represents the training process for each phoneme
pair. The Alexnet architecture learns the training data and
achieves an accuracy of 60%on 1st epoch, 64%on 2nd epoch,
74% on 3rd epoch,79% on 4th epoch, 80% on 5th epoch
and 83% on 6th epoch and 87% on 7th, 96% on 8th, 9th
and 10th epoch for ( ) phoneme pair. On testing data of

FIGURE 16. Performance of Training process on 10 epochs using Transfer
learning for all phoneme pair of.

( ) phoneme pair, Alexnet achieves the accuracy of 94%
using transfer learning process. The similar process applies
to all phoneme pairs. The phoneme pair’s ( ) accuracy
vary from 70% to 98%, ( ) phoneme pair’s accuracy
vary from 74% to 99%, ( ) phoneme pair’s accuracy vary
from 68% to 98%, ( ) phoneme pair’s accuracy vary
from 45% to 82%, ( ) phoneme pair’s accuracy vary from
45% to 71% and all other phonemes’ accuracy vary from 58%
to 95% from 1st to 10th epoch.

F. DISCUSSION
We compare the results obtained from each model for
mispronunciation detection. We discovered that the pro-
posed model transfer learning-based method outperforms
the other two models and achieve an accuracy of 92.2%
for 28 Arabic phonemes. Mispronunciation detection using
transfer learning-based model achieves the highest accuracy
because of the already learned knowledge are used for clas-
sification. CNN_Features based model achieve the second
highest accuracy of 91.7% due to enriched features extracted
by CNN for classification. Handcrafted feature achieves the
least accuracy as compared to the other two models. Fig 17
shows the comparison of models in term of accuracy for
mispronunciation detection.

We use the area under the ROC curve (AUC) tomeasure the
quality of the handcrafted features-based model, CNN fea-
tures based model and transfers leaning based models. ROC
curve is a more reliable and meaningful measure to assess
the quality of models. The results of each model presented
using the ROC curve as shown in Fig 18. Roc curve of transfer
learning-based model is close to the leftmost corner and give
the best result for classification as compared to handcrafted
features-based model and CNN_Features based model.

G. COMPARISON WITH STATE OF ART SYSTEMS
To determine the effectiveness of our method we com-
pared the result of our transfer learning model with state
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TABLE 13. Comparison of CNN_Features with state of art methods.

of art methods as shown in Table 13. Experimental results
show that our method outperforms the state of art meth-
ods in term of accuracy. The dataset language used by
Georgoulas et al. [11], Li et al. [26], Li et al. [27] are
different from our dataset. Table 13 shows that our pro-
posed method outperforms all state of art methods except
Al Hindi et al. [42] work. The reason of high accuracy of

Al Hindi et al. [42] work is because they only work on five
Arabic phonemes while we proposed a method to detect
mispronunciation in all Arabic phonemes (28 phonemes).

We compared the result with [45], [22], and [44] work
that uses the same Arabic dataset. In comparison with [45]
work, our proposed algorithm achieved an accuracy of 92.2%
whereas [45] work achieved an accuracy of 82%. The dataset
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FIGURE 17. Comparison of HandCrafted_Features, CNN Features, and
Transfer learning models in term of accuracy.

FIGURE 18. ROC curve of HandCrafted_Features, CNN Features, and
Transfer Learning Methods.

used by [45] and our algorithm is the same Arabic language
dataset. Both the systems deal with 28 Arabic phonemes
that which means they deal with the same number of mis-
takes/Classes. The number of instances used by [45] is
5,600 while we used the enhanced version of the same dataset
which now contains 11,164 instances. Our proposed algo-
rithm outperformed [45] work by 10% in term of accuracy.

We run our algorithm on the same number of phonemes
and pronunciation mistakes as used by Maqsood et al. [22].
Our proposed algorithm achieved the accuracy of 98.82%
whereas [22] work achieved an accuracy of 95.4%. The
dataset used by [22] work consists of two confusing pairs
of Arabic instead of all 28 phonemes.

In comparison with [44] work, our proposed algorithm
achieved an accuracy of 99.23% whereas [44] work achieve
an accuracy of 97%. The dataset used by [44] work consists
of five Arabic phonemes only instead of all 28 phonemes.
To show that our proposed algorithm outperformed the [44]
work we executed our algorithm on the same five Arabic
phonemes used by [44] and achieved the accuracy of 99.23%.

The proposed work has achieved better accuracy for a
smaller number of pronunciation mistakes as well as for a

large number of mistakes. The comparison shows that the
proposed work outperformed the existing work for the same
dataset.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed a novel framework for mis-
pronunciation detection of Arabic phonemes that aid in
the language learning process. We proposed two methods
with different techniques, CNN features based technique,
transfer learning-based technique, and a baseline method
i-e handcrafted features-based technique. In the handcrafted
features-based technique, we used handcrafted features and
used KNN, SVM, and NN for classification.

SVM classifier obtained an accuracy of 82% and perform
best as compared to other classification algorithms (KNN
and NN) having an accuracy of 75% and 79% respectively.
In CNN features based technique, we extracted features
from different layers of CNN and used classification algo-
rithms (KNN, SVM, and NN) on features of each layer
to find out that which layer features are best for mispro-
nunciation detection. The results show that NN obtained
accuracy of 83.58% on layer7, 87.29% on layer6, 91% on
layer 4 and 5. We discovered that the NN performs best on
features extracted from layer 4 and layer 5. We also discov-
ered that on handcrafted features, support vectormachine out-
performs NN while on CNN features NN outperforms SVM.
The method using transfer learning of AlexNet perform best
in terms of accuracy and obtained an accuracy of 92.2%.
Transfer learning method gives the highest accuracy as com-
pared to CNN features based techniques and handcrafted
based technique because of the knowledge transfer. We also
observed that the method with deep convolutional neural
network CNN_Features outperform the handcrafted feature-
based method due to enriched features extracted by CNN
and obtained an accuracy of 91.7%. Our proposed transfer
learning-based method also outperforms the state of art meth-
ods in term of accuracy.
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